Springwood Hall Indoor Walking Path

1. Start at the main entry (next to stained glass window of Graf Center)
2. Walk toward Campus Life Office
3. Take stairs on right up to 2nd floor
4. Starting by turning left at the top of the stairs walk around the 2nd floor square 3 times (One pass should include turning right at the Chancellor’s Office, right at room RW 211, and right at RW 217A. This puts you back at the stairs you started at)
5. At the end of the third pass continue around again but DO NOT turn at room RW 211. Continue straight down the stairs to the main floor.
6. At the bottom of the stairs walk straight toward the stained glass window

Total Distance = approximately 0.25 miles.

Complete this 4 times to equal 1 mile.

Stairs = 1 flight up and 1 flight down